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"An ISO 9001:2015 Certified
Company"

FOUNDER'S
MESSAGE

Founded in 1996 by our honorable Director Mr.
Desh Raj Tanwar, his purpose of starting this
business is for generating employment &
delivering every type of chemicals needs to the
industries at their premises, so that they can run
more smoothly & efficiently.



ABOUT
US

We at Bunty Chemicals trades in all types of
chemicals & solvents & manufacturer of 
De-Mineralised Water (D.M. Water), Reverse
Osmosis Water (R.O. Water), Distilled Water,
e.t.c.

We believe in 100% customer satisfaction by
giving them the best product at the best price
and on-time delivery all over India.
With the hard work & dedication of our team
towards their work, we make it possible to give
the best to the customer. 

Founded in 1996 by our honorable Director 
Mr. Desh Raj Tanwar, his purpose of starting
this business is for generating employment &
delivering every type of chemicals needs to the
industries at their premises, so that they can run
more smoothly & efficiently.

OUR
MISSION

To be the most trusted and preferred business partner to our esteemed customers by
providing customized solutions resulting in their business growth. Be a leader in
offering Industrial Chemicals with innovation as a driver and customer centric
approach.



PRODUCTS WE
OFFER

HYDROCHLORIC ACID

To meet the ever evolving requirements of our client base, we are offering a wide array of best quality
Hydrochloric Acid AR (SP.GR.1.18) in the market. Offered product is highly appreciated and demanded
by the customers for their accurate reactions and optimum purity. We processed this acid at our well-
equipped processing unit by utilizing finest grade chemical compounds as per the defined industry norms
and standards. We are able to offer this product in bulk quantity within the promised frame of time.

NITRIC ACID

We have on offer a wide assortment of high potency Nitric Acid (HNO3), otherwise popular as aqua
Fortis and spirit of niter. Our output comes to be highly corrosive and toxic. Nitric acid has a major role
in the composition of a variety of products. Our nitric acid fertilizers come as a boost to the agriculture
sectors. 



SULPHURIC ACID

Being a highly effective, lean and fast-moving organization, we are highly instrumental in providing
an extensive array of Industrial Grade Sulphuric Acid we are leading supplier of sulphuric acid.

SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE

Buyers can stay rest assured for the delivery of the orders as we are backed by the most sophisticated
transit system. The Sodium Hypochlorite, supplied by us, is a chemical compound with the formula
NaClO, which is used for disinfection of waste water in treatment plants. Buyers can approach us, if
looking for obtaining first-class products in Bhiwadi(India). 

BLEACHING POWDER

Justifying our reputation in this market, we are readily immersed in the arena of offering to our
patrons a broad consignment of Bleaching Powder.

POLY ALUMINIUM CHLORIDE

We are one of the well-known Trader of Poly Aluminum Chloride. The offered poly aluminum
chloride is widely used in the deodorants and antiperspirants. Our offered poly aluminum chloride is
often used as a coagulant in commercial and domestic water purification systems. These poly
aluminum chloride is available in a clear and pale yellow appearance. The offer poly aluminum
chloride is acclaimed for optimal specific gravity and basicity.

FERRIC CHLORIDE

With firm commitment to quality, we are involved in supplying an exclusive collection of Liquid
Ferric Chloride made by dexterous professionals at budget- friendly rates. 

CAUSTIC SODA

We are engaged in Teading a wide gamut of Industry Chemicals that consists of Caustic Soda Flakes/
Lye for Chemical Industry made by using the finest ingredients in our ultra modern facilities. We use
high end technologies to formulate it. It is widely used in pulp and paper industry, aluminum industry,
soap, detergent, petroleum refining, rayon, power plants and many more. 

SODA ASH

We are the leading Trader of Soda Ash made available to our client across the globe. 



DM WATER (MANUFACTURER)

We have on offer large assortments of D.M Water that comes tested for quality and purity at all levels.
Many industrial experts for its high accuracy and precision recommend our D.M water base. Our
product is very reliable in its composition and comes at industry leading prices. 

DISTILLED WATER  (MANUFACTURER)

We come involved in offering Distilled Water with water monitoring stainless steel body for Pyrogen
free distilled water. We have specially engineered that prevents water splashing over into the
condenser that comes composed to give an optimum and speedy supply of the distillate. We make use
of the best possible inputs on the long run.

R.O. WATER

We are the supplier and manufacturer of R.O Water and We are the leading company in Bhiwadi,
Rajasthan.

CITRIC ACID

We are wholesaler, trader, and supplier of Citric Acid. Used in Food, Pharma, and other Chemical
Industries. 

NC THINNER

We are the supplier NC Thinner and We are the leading company in Bhiwadi, Rajasthan.

PH PAPER

Bunty Chemicals range offers a range of pH indicator and other test papers to meet your specific
testing needs. Our  pH Paper combine ease-of-use with accuracy, consistency and unmatched
quality.The convenience of using  pH Paper for the rapid determination of pH and other parameters
has many applications in laboratories and industry.

ALUM POWDER

We have gained huge acceptance as major firm offering top quality Alum Powder. We present the
specific chemical compound that adheres to the set industry norms and becoming the best selling
grade used as coagulants and finds its applications in medicine preparation and water treatment
applications.



LIME POWDER

We offer a lot many variants of Lime Powder that is quality tested for complete application through
consistent programming and research. Our line-up comes thoroughly developed with promising
structure and receives wide accolades for the strength of its structure. In addition, we promise an
excellent post-sales support on the product. 

POLYELECTROLYTE

We are engaged in formulation of a wide range of Polyelectrolyte Powder that is used as flocculation
in effluent treatment plants sewage treatment plants. These are widely demanded in medical and bio
chemical sectors for further processing into various components.

THINNER

We are the leading and prominent Manufacturer and Supplier of  Thinners.

PHOSPHORIC ACID

We offer colorless and odorless phosphoric acid that is soluble in water. It has very low arsenic
content.

BORIC ACID

We offer an extensive of range of Boric Acid Chemical Pure Grade which is widely used in various
insecticides, industrial products and nuclear power plants. Our range is in the form of colorless
crystals or a white powder and is easily soluble in water.

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
We promise our customers that, the offered Hydrogen peroxide is having a best quality in the market.
Our customers can purchase this Hydrogen peroxide directly from us at pocket friendly rates.

AMMONIA LIQUIR

Our assortment of Liquir Ammonia comes operated with high-grade inputs that promise purity and
accuracy. It is a clean colorless ammonia solvent or colorless liquid with a pungent smell and comes
offered at the market leading prices.

SODIUM CHLORIDE (INDUSTRIAL SALT)

We are one of the supplier of a wide spectrum of Sodium Chloride. Our offered sodium chloride is
formulated with premium quality chemical compounds, which ensures its quality.



SODIUM SILICATE

To meet the diversified requirements of our prestigious clients, we are engaged in offering Sodium
Silicate. This Sodium Silicate is used in several chemical composition and molecules to form the
group. Sodium Silicate is a major compound used for formulating chemicals like silicate gel and
precipitated silica.

MINERAL TURPENTINE OIL (M.T.O)

In order to meet various demands of our esteemed clients, we are engaged in providing an optimum
quality array of Mineral Turpentine Oil.

SODIUM META BI SULPHATE (SMBS)

We are offering Sodium Meta Bisulphite, also known as sodium hydrogen sulfite, is a clear, colorless
to the yellowish solution having an adequate percentage of sulfur dioxide. It is a strong reducing agent
which finds wide application in various industries.

SODIUM BI CARBONATE

We are Suppliers of Sodium Bicarbonate from Bhiwadi, Rajasthan. We are the leading Company In
India. 
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